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Weekly Cryptocurrency Market
Analysis
The cryptocurrency market went up for most of the week before giving up some of the gain towards the
end of the week. The overall cryptocurrency market cap rose by 1% to $438 billion. Bitcoin remained ﬂat
at $9,300 while Ethereum’s price increased by 10% to $750.
According to The Wall Street Journal, the SEC and CTFC will discuss whether Ethereum is considered a
security on May 7. We believe that the dip towards the end of the week is due to some investors reducing
their exposure until the meeting is over, in case any bad news comes out.
As stated before, we prefer to see the market consolidate for a while before having another run up,
rather than having the market swing wildly in one direction or another. With that said, the market is
deﬁnitely at a risk-on sentiment and are looking to increase exposure.
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Crypto Trade Opportunities
Bitcoin (BTC)
Wait for a Breakout of $9,700 – Then Entry @ $9,700 - Exit @ $11,500

Ethereum (ETH)
Entry @ $650 - Exit @ $830
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Bitcoin Cash (BCH)
Entry @ $1,400 - Exit @ $1,800

Cardona (ADA)
Entry @ $0.30 - Exit @ $0.40
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EOS (EOS)
Entry @ $16 - Exit @ $23

Stellar (XLM)
Wait for a Breakout of 0.00004962 BTC ($0.46) – Then Entry @ 0.00004962 BTC ($0.46) - Exit @ 0.00005950 ($0.55)
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Top 10 Coins
Top 10 Coins by Percentage Gain (Past 7 Days)

Top 10 Coins added to Exchanges with the Highest Market Capitalisation
(Past 30 Days)
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Top 10 Coins by Total Market Capitalisation
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PLATINUM GENERATION X
THE SCIENCE OF MAKING MONEY WITH CONSISTENCY

Are you ready to make your ﬁrst 100k for 2018, or would you like to become a Cryptonaire?
The Platinum Generation X Programme is here to help you grow by focusing on creating proven
revenue streams.
After Nirav Shah has proven his success in both the Financial and Crypto Markets, he brings this
programme to your door step.
Through our unique step by step approach, and our ‘Change Your Life In 90 Days Challenge’, we aim
to build on your core skills and introduce you to a world that you have may have considered, but
never ventured.
Are you ready to take the 90 Day Challenge, or make 100k in 2018?
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Advancements in the
Cryptocurrency World
Saudi Arabia Partners Ethereum Startup to Host Blockchain Bootcamp
https://www.ccn.com/saudi-arabia-partners-ethereum-startup-to-host-blockchain-bootcamp/

Saudi Arabia‘s Ministry of Communications and Information Technology (MCIT) has teamed up with
ConsenSys, a cryptocurrency development studio, to host a “blockchain bootcamp” as part of the
kingdom’s eﬀorts to support technological development. The bootcamp is part of the ministry’s
eﬀorts to develop national cadres in future technologies, according to the ministry. The recent
three-day bootcamp introduced participants to the workings of blockchain technology from both a
business and strategy perspective, its applications and features. Technologists from several entities
received in-depth training on how to create a development environment, build decentralized
applications (dApp) with Ethereum smart contracts and integrate the dApps with web applications.

Telegram Cancels Public ICO
https://cryptoslate.com/telegram-cancels-public-ico/

In January, the popular messaging app, Telegram, announced that it would launch an ICO to fund its
Telegram Open Network. This new platform would transcend the apps prowess beyond messages and
into mobile payments and other value transactions. In their white paper, the company likens their
initiative to “a decentralized counterpart to everyday money – a truly mass market cryptocurrency.”
This currency, the TON token, represents the company’s ﬁrst real foray into cryptocurrencies.
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Potential Conﬂict of Interest? UK Parliament Blockchain & Ripple Critic
Worked For R3
https://www.ccn.com/potential-conﬂict-of-interest-uk-parliament-blockchain-and-ripple-critic-wor
ked-for-r3/

Last week, UK Parliament held an evidence session aimed to inform regulators on the nature of
blockchain and cryptocurrencies. There were four guest panelists, with Director Martin Walker of the
Centre for Evidence Based Management taking a hostile stance against blockchain as a ﬁnancial
instrument and against the work of fellow panelist and Ripple representative Ryan Zagone in particular.
Walker claimed that Ripple was not suited to operate in the ﬁnance sector, citing the volatility of the
XRP currency and the fact that Ripple owned a majority share of XRP currency.

South Korea Bill Pushes Legalization of New ICOs after 2017 Ban
https://www.ccn.com/south-korea-bill-pushes-legalization-of-new-icos-after-ban/

A group of lawmakers led by a politician from Korea’s ruling political party is drafting a bill to legalize the
launch of new cryptocurrencies and ICOs in the country. According to a report by The Korea Times,
Rep. Hong Eui-rak of the Democratic Party of Korea, the political camp in power, is leading the charge –
through the parliament – to challenge the government’s ban on initial coin oﬀerings (ICOs) in
September 2017. Hong has the support of 10 other lawmakers in the Korean parliament and aims to
have a ﬁnal draft of the bill for submission before the end of the year.
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Hong Kong Gov’t Report Says Bitcoin Poses ‘Medium-Low’ Risk In Financial Crime
https://cointelegraph.com/news/hong-kong-govt-report-says-bitcoin-poses-medium-low-risk-in-ﬁnancial-crime

The Hong Kong Financial Services and Treasury (FSTB) released a report yesterday, April 30, on the
status of money laundering (ML) and terrorism ﬁnancing (TF). The report concluded that virtual
currencies (VC), like Bitcoin (BTC), are not particularly involved in either type of ﬁnancial crime. The
FSTB notes that “although there is inherent ML/TF vulnerability related to VCs”: “There does not
seem to be any visible impact aﬀecting the overall risk in Hong Kong so far. The risk of VCs is assessed
as medium-low.” The report does mention the use of cryptocurrencies in Ponzi schemes and
cybercrimes – speciﬁcally mentioning the WannaCry attack – citing 167 Bitcoin (BTC) related police
reports from 2013-2017.

Bitcoin Adoption Continues: Parking Lots, Supplies Store, Courses, Boutique Hotel
https://news.bitcoin.com/bitcoin-adoption-parking-lots-supplies-store-boutique-hotel/

Bitcoin adoption continues to grow rapidly worldwide. This adoption roundup features four merchants
that recently started accepting the digital currency – a boutique hotel in Spain, parking lots, an
electrical supply store, and online courses in Japan. Park Realty Co. Ltd., which provides a parking lot
sharing serving called QRpark, announced last week that it has started accepting bitcoin payments. “It
is the service to convert the industry’s ﬁrst monthly parking lot into a temporary parking lot,” the
company described. A parking lot owner just needs to set up a visible signboard on the premises to be
shared. “Guests using the parking lot select the parking time at the time of parking and pay the fee
using the [QRpark] application,” the company detailed, adding that “Compared to [traditional] coin
parking, capital investment is small, so the price is also cheap.”
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Reddit Plans to Take Bitcoin Once Again—Along With Litecoin and Ethereum
http://fortune.com/2018/05/03/reddit-accepting-bitcoin-litecoin-ethereum/

A month-and-a-half after dropping its support for Bitcoin, Reddit is hoping to double down on
cryptocurrencies. Chris Slowe, chief technology oﬃcer for the site, which is one of the most active
hubs of Bitcoin enthusiasts, told Cheddar it was Coinbase’s migration to a new platform that led to the
Bitcoin ban in late March, but ongoing site changes at Reddit should allow it to accept crypto
payments again. “We just basically didn’t have time to upgrade our current API integration,” he said on
Cheddar. “Once the redesign ﬁnishes landing and we’re actually able to address it again, I think we’ll
actually see crypto payments come back.”

Japanese Regulators Discussed Restricting Trade Of Privacy-Focused Altcoins
https://cointelegraph.com/news/japanese-regulators-discussed-restricting-trade-of-privacy-focusedaltcoins-report-says

Japanese regulators suggested preventing cryptocurrency exchanges from trading
anonymity-oriented altcoins Dash (DASH) and Monero (XMR) this month, Forbes reports today, April
30. Relating the outcome of a working group meeting of industry “experts” and the country’s
regulator the Financial Services Authority (FSA), the publication quotes one member of the group
raising the idea of preventative measures regarding the altcoins, which are known for their focus on
privacy and user anonymity. “It should be seriously discussed as to whether any registered
cryptocurrency exchange should be allowed to use such currencies,” the unnamed member said,
according to Forbes.
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Leading Formula One Team Taps Blockchain to Gain Edge on Competition
https://www.ccn.com/williams-martini-racing-in-pole-position-for-ﬁrst-use-of-blockchain-in-formula-1/

Williams Martini Racing, one of the world’s leading Formula One teams, is known for its relentless
innovation, and the motorsport team relies heavily on technology to gain an edge on its rivals. Now,
the team has announced that it is looking at blockchain technology to help deliver a competitive
advantage. Williams has won 16 FIA Formula One World Championships and scored 114 victories
since it was founded by Frank Williams in 1977. With a global following, more than a billion people tune
into Formula One races. The team is now investigating how it can use blockchain technology, and has
partnered with enterprise middleware technology provider Omnitude to explore how blockchain
could be implemented across the team’s operations in a demanding data-driven environment.

Goldman Sachs Is Said to Add Cryptocurrency Trading Desk
http://fortune.com/2018/05/02/goldman-sachs-cryptocurrency-trading-desk/

Don’t call Goldman Sachs’s long-awaited Bitcoin-trading business a full-ﬂedged desk, and don’t
expect it to buy and sell Bitcoins, at least at ﬁrst. The bank, preparing to pioneer a new cryptocurrency
market on Wall Street, plans to start small and oﬀer a limited number of derivatives, according to a
person briefed on the decisions. It will trade Bitcoin futures in a principal, market-making capacity and
will also create non-deliverable forward products. Wall Street ﬁrms began oﬀering clients futures
from Cboe Global Markets and CME Group in December. But one issue with buying and selling actual
Bitcoins is that they can be stolen by hackers. That means any bank looking to facilitate those
transactions will have to ﬁgure out how to guard such assets, a step that could require a nod from
regulators.
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JP Morgan Chase Eats Humble Pie, Applies for Blockchain Patent
https://news.bitcoin.com/jp-morgan-chase-eats-humble-pie-applies-for-blockchain-patent/

U.S. Patent and Trademark Oﬃce revealed this week JP Morgan Chase applied for a patent related to
blockchain back in October of last year. It’s quite the turnaround for the bank, which has been on
record as one of bitcoin’s and cryptocurrency’s biggest critics. Titled Systems and Methods for the
Application of Distributed Ledgers for Network Payments as Financial Exchange Settlement and
Reconciliation, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Oﬃce published JP Morgan Chase Bank’s formal
application to patent what amounts to a variation on blockchain technology.

Morgan Stanley Wants To Beat Goldman Sachs To Crypto Trading Riches
https://theicojournal.com/source-morgan-stanley-wants-to-beat-goldman-to-crypto-trading-riches/

Morgan Stanley and Goldman Sachs have a long-standing and continual rivalry that stretches across
the globe, from boardroom to boardroom, and wherever money ﬂows. This rivalry is well known in
traditional markets and in the world of ﬁat banking. But it’s quickly coming to a head in cryptos… A
source close to the working group that has been planning Morgan Stanley’s foray into adding cryptos
to their trading desk (and creating a speciﬁc trade desk for only institutional crypto trades, arbitrage
and ICO’s) gave us a signal this morning as to how closely the ﬁrm is to announcing its ﬁndings and
getting approval to begin engaging publicly. Here is what that source said: “Several of us have been
reaching out to what we would call ‘mid-tier’ money managers that we know are on the cusp of
opening crypto focused hedge funds. We have done some work with pure-play crypto funds as well,
but we’ve been more speciﬁcally tasked to engage with ﬁrms that are apt to add to their current
portfolios as opposed to starting from scratch. I can’t tell you who those are, as we are under NDA’s
with several, but you can bet that things are moving quickly and deals are being struck. And you can
guess why.”
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Platinum ICO Information
Sharpay

Project Details:
There are 1 bln sites in the world and the number is growing by 5-7% annually. However, only 3% of
them use share buttons – only 30 mln sites.
With over 3 bln people using social networks, of which 10% are active users, the social network
advertising spending is expected to grow up to $50 billion in 2019. The most popular users in social
networks, for example, top Instagram inﬂuencers, have been earning money using their popularity
through social network advertising.
Sharpay will help all the social active users to monetize their popularity by earning crypto currency.
Sharpay is a unique technological and very simple share button. Sites put the button under any content
instead of other old sharing buttons and users get rewards for sharing. The system has fraud
protection, bot defence with audience targeting possibility based on CPV (Cost Per Visit) payments.
The innovation of Sharpay — blockchain proﬁt for sharing with tokens and multisharing — sharing in
several networks with one click. This is a unique project, that has simultaneously the two possibilities.
The technology is protected by the Eurasian international patent priority.
Sharpay is a new SMM instrument for increasing traﬃc, conversions, sessions and sales with less
spends.
Spreading the Sharpay technology will increase the aggregated sharing from 3% to 10% in the world.
Sharpay plans to get 50% of that growth that is equal to 35% of international market in general.
Sharpay will quarterly reserve 90% of the proceeds to ensure the redemption of tokens from their
holders (buyers and users). The program starts according to the results of the 3rd quarter of 2018. The
price of the buyback is based on the nominal price of a token at 0.00003 ETH.
Sharpay’s tokens are initially released on Ethereum according to the ERC20 standard, the blockchain is
used as a ﬁnancial registry. At the next stage of development of Sharpay, they are going to develop and
launch an independent decentralized blockchain system (Bit Shares fork with a POS-basis), followed by
the migration of tokens - the blockchain will be used for issuing, distributing tokens between sites and
users for social activity, and storing the information.
Starting from the second stage, the proﬁt from the blockchain will gain not only more users, but also
more sites to install Sharpay button.
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Oﬃcial Video: https://youtu.be/dWIF3bsxbLI

ICO Details:
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Team:
CoreTeam:
Anton Solodikov

Igor Karavaev

Arkady Yasashny

Alexey Stukarchuk

CEO

CBDO Hedging

CFO

CTO

Valery Yushchenko

Ilya Afanasiev

Levi Yau

Paulina Kulyukhina

Software Engineer

Support Engineer

Regional Manager

CMO

Katerina Molodova

Dominica Koks

William Bratsky

Vadim Scherbak

SMM Manager

SMM Manager

Marketing Manager

Community Manager

Advisors:
Ken Huang

Simon Choi

Vincent Mascart

Well-known Blockchain Expert, CEO of
Distributed Business
ApplicationsExpert

TOP Expert at ICObench, Fintech
& ICO Lawyer

Blockchain Enthusiast,
Developer & Blogger

For more information about the ICO, please visit the following links:
Website: https://sharpay.io/
Email: tokensale@sharpay.io
Telegram: https://t.me/sharpay_io
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/SHARPAYio-Share-button-with-blockchain-proﬁt-804507049710585/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/sharpay_io
Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/user/sharpay-io/
Medium: https://medium.com/@sharpay
Bitcoin Talk: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2518528.0
GitHub: https://github.com/sharpay-io
Steemit: http://steemit.com/@sharpay
Golos: http://golos.blog/@sharpay
White Paper: https://sharpay.io/ﬁles/Sharpay_White_Paper_EN.pdf
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